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It premiered on June 2, 2011, as a mobile game in Japan exclusively on the PLAYSTATION Store and on the PlayStation 3 via the PlayStation Network in North America. It was later ported to the PlayStation
Portable on December 12, 2011, and June 1, 2012, in North America, as part of the PSP Greatest Hits collection. The game was published by Spike. The mobile version was ported and published by Konami Digital
Entertainment, with a new soundtrack and additional scenes. A sequel, Danganronpa 2: Goodbye Despair (: Goodbye Despair), was released for the PlayStation Portable (PPSP) on September 16, 2011. It was the
first original Danganronpa series game not to release on the PlayStation 3. The game received an English localization and was released on PC, PlayStation 3, and PlayStation Portable on June 22, 2012. A remake
of Danganronpa was released for Nintendo DS in Japan on October 29, 2009, and was officially announced in North America on February 9, 2010. This release introduced new animation, music, and a two-player

mode. The game was later released in North America on October 26, 2010, as a limited edition Nintendo DSi XL with a new game called Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls (: Another Episode:
Ultra Despair Girls). The game received an English localization and was released in North America on October 27, 2010, and Europe on March 30, 2011. A remake was announced in July 2017 for PlayStation 4,
PlayStation 3, and PlayStation Vita on June 2, 2017. A few leaks of assets of this project were issued in mid-2018 for the PS3 (By Pixel Raven) and the PS4 (By chappy) from the same sources as the PlayStation
Vita leaks. A year later, a more detailed version of this remake was released for the PS4 in August 2018. This version was announced for the PS Vita and PS3 in November 2018. It was released on August 22,

2019 as a Danganronpa V3: Killing Harmony (V3) Director's Cut
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the psp japanese versions of
return to the world of

monsters, the legend of the
great mouse detective, astro
boy, and u.s. gold are very

different from the north
american versions. the

japanese versions are slower,
for example. the original

soundtrack is very different.
they're not remakes of the
north american versions.

they're different versions. there
are some weird bonus items in
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the japanese version of return
to the world of monsters, for
example, that are not in the
north american version. also,
these releases are different

from the japanese game psp.
the japanese psp games are

different from each other. they
have different formats. the
japanese psp release in the

past have had different music
and sounds on them, for

example. (i think it's the psp
version of u.s. gold is different.

the japanese version is the
same as the u. version, but the

japanese version has a
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different soundtrack. the
japanese version of return to
the world of monsters i have

has a different soundtrack and
different sounds and the music
is very different.) the japanese

psp game psp roms have
different formats and sounds

and sounds different. they
sound different from the us ps1

versions of the same titles.
they're different. some of these
psp roms are like the japanese

ps1 versions, but they're
different versions. i don't know

if the japanese ps1 versions
are different or not, but if they
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are, then the japanese psp
versions of those games are

different versions. i'm not sure
about this. the psp-2000 has a

huge amount of games
available with it, so i’ve split
them into 2 releases. the first

one contains 13 japanese
roms, while the second one

contains 15 roms. the
psp-2000 japanese roms are

nearly identical to the
european roms, so it’s easy to
find a rom for your region. the

only difference with the
japanese roms is that they

often come in different
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languages (in this case, i’ve
used mostly english).
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